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1 Introduction 

 
This document describes new and improved features in the Forsta Visualizations 2022 

May Release. 

If you would like to know more about these features, please contact the support team at 

dapresysupport@forsta.com and they will be able to assist you. 

 

Best Regards, 

Forsta Team 

 

 

  

mailto:dapresysupport@forsta.com
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2 Overview 
The Forsta Visualizations 2022 May update contains some large improvements, see 

summary below. 

 

StoryTeller 

• Value-based cell formatting rules can now be shared between table 

objects for easier report setup and maintenance. Previously, the 

formatting rules were table specific, but it is possible to choose if the rule 

you create should be available in other tables. In the example below both 

tables use the same set of shared formatting rules, if the thresholds now 

need to be updated, it only needs to be set in one table.
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• The Word cloud object can now be “filtered” by Variable subsets which is 

useful in CX dashboards, for example, where the Report user selects a 

touchpoint to for which to view the result. In the example below the 

“Quality of work” touchpoint (a variable subset) is selected so both the 

charts and the word cloud show the result of quality of work related 

questions. Previously the word cloud could not be connected to variable 

subset filtering. 
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• The value-based sorting function, in charts and tables, is improved to 

better support reports where the report user can apply variable subsets 

and optional filter compares.  

Below is an example where the new logic is applied, each of the charts 

show an image attribute of the selected brand (a variable subset), split by 

ager groups, and sorted by value. The value sorting in these charts is 

based on “first available” question in the legend to work with the brand 

(Variable subset) selection. Up until now a specific question had to be 

used as base for sorting which did not work when the shown question was 

changed by the Variable subset selection. 
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Project Administration 

• A new Data page has been created. This new page includes imports (both 

manual and scheduled), activation and the option to delete case and meta 

data. 

 

Data management 

• The start time of hourly scheduled import jobs can now be set on a 

minute level and not just on full and half hour which gives you better 

control of when data is imported.  

 

Report user administration 

• Report users can now be tagged for more efficient user administration. As 

an example, the users can be tagged with their country in a multi country 

survey which makes it quicker to search for and invite all the users from a 

certain country. Below is an example of tags in rightmost column. 
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3 StoryTeller updates 
 

3.1 Shared cell formatting rules  

Value-based cell formatting rules can now be shared between table objects for improved 

efficiency in report setup and maintenance. Previously, formatting rules were created and 

applied to each table but now you can set rules for all tables which share rules at once. 

In the example, below both tables use the same set of shared formatting rules, if the 

thresholds now need to be updated it only needs to be done in one of the tables, which 

saves you time. 

 

Example report where two tables share the same cell formatting rules. 

 

 

3.1.1 Setup 

The formatting rules are just like before created inside the tables object, if a rule should 

be shared with other tables enbale the new “Share rule” option shown in the image below. 

When the “Share rule” is enabled the rule can be added to any other table in any 

StoryTeller/Drilldown report within the same project. 
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The new share rule option: when it is enabled the rule will be used in other table objects set 

to share rules. 

 

 

 

To add a shared rule to a table object use the new “Add shared rules” option in the 

Formatting rules panel as shown below, in the appearing list select the rules to be inserted 

and click “Add selected rules”.  

 

Here we see how shared rules can be added to a table object. 
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A shared rule can be edited from any of the objects using it, the update is applied to all 

of the tables.  

The “Share rule” setting can only be disabled if the rule is present in a single table, as 

soon as the rule is used in multiple tables the sharing cannot be disabled. 

 

Edit formatting rule view, as the rule is shared and used in other tables the “Share rule” 

toggle is disabeld. 

 

 

In the list of rules applied to a table a new “Share” column shows if the rule is shared or 

not. A shared rule can be removed from the current table or completely deleted (deleted 

from all tables using it). 
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The “Remove” and the “Delete” options are shown below, use the “Delete” option with care 

as the rule becomes deleted from all the tables using it (a warning message is shown on 

Delete) 

 

 

 

Note, a shared rule is automatically deleted if all the tables using it are deleted. 
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3.2 Variable subset support in Word clouds  

The word cloud object can now be filtered by variable subsets which, for example, is useful 

in CX dashboards where the report user selects a touchpoint for which to view the result. 

In the example below the “Quality of work” touchpoint (a variable subset) is selected so 

both the charts and the word cloud shows the result of quality of work-related questions. 

Previously the word cloud could not be connected to variable subset filtering. 

 

 

 

3.2.1 Setup 

Like other StoryTeller objects, such as charts and tables,  variable subsets are applied to 

newly created word clouds by default.  

 

If the word cloud should not be affected by the variable subset selection enter the 

filter/optional filter panel and untick the variable subset option (see image further down). 
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All existing Word cloud objects are by default excluded from variable subset filtering so  

their behaviour is not affected by the version update. 
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3.3 Improved value-based sorting  

The value-based sorting function, in charts and tables, is improved to better support 

reports where the report user can apply variable subsets and optional filter compares.  

 

Below is an example where the function is applied, each of the charts show an image 

attribute of the selected brand (a variable subset), split by age groups, and sorted by 

value. The value sorting in these charts is based on “first available” question in the legend 

to work with the brand (variable subset) selection. Previously a specific question had to 

be used as base for sorting which did not work when the shown question was changed 

by the variable subset selection. 
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3.3.1 Setup 

When applying value based sorting to a chart or a table you previously had to specify 

which series to base the  sorting on. To support cases where a specific item cannot always 

be used as base for sorting a  “First item” and “Last item” have been introduced in the 

sorting list as shown in the image below. When “First item” is selected the first avaibale 

legend item is used as  base for the sorting, if “Last item” is selected the last available 

legend item is used. 
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4 Project Administration 

4.1 New Data page 

A new and improved data page has been added to our back end. This page merges five 

older pages together into one new one. The merged pages are: 

Import data, activate data, delete case data, delete meta data and the import scheduler. 

A new, more user-friendly import page for direct imports from Forsta Surveys and Survey 

Designer is added. Here you can both import data immediately and set up scheduled 

tasks.  

 

 

 

Here you have 3 options.  
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Import data from Forsta Survey, import data from a local file on your computer or import 

data from a different source, e.g., integrations to other survey platforms or files from an 

FTP server. 

4.1 Import data 

To import data from a local file on your computer, select “Import data file”. There will be 

a popup asking to browser for the file.  

 

 

Once the file is selected, all import options are shown. There are no new or removed 

import settings compared to the old import page. There are some minor text updates, 

to explain the settings better. There are also two different default settings. By default, 

“Meta data & Case data” is now selected, and the option to use Meta Data 

Transformation is always enabled. This doesn’t mean that a transformation must be 

used for every import. Only the additional step to enable it that has been removed.  
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4.2 Activation 

To activate data batches, select them with the checkboxes to the left, and click “Apply 

Activations”. Search functions have been added to each column to be able to find 

specific batches. Small info messages have also been added to notify for new batches 

and if no batch is activated at all. 
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4.3 Delete Case and Meta data 

The new “Delete data” page includes all types of data deletions. (Case data, Meta data, 

Input data and Action data.) The new page is a popup showing all inactivate batches. By 

clicking “Delete selected batches” case data will be deleted from the system. If Input 

data is connected to the respondents in the selected batch, the option to delete input 

for these respondents are shown. In the dropdown to the right, options to delete 

inactivated Input data, Action data and Meta Data are shown. 
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4.4 Import data from other source (Scheduled import) 

This page has not been changed. It’s just easier to find it and create import tasks from 

integrations and FTP servers. All existing import tasks will be shown here. (Including 

existing import tasks from Forsta Surveys and Survey Designer.) No new import tasks for 

Forsta Surveys and Survey Designer can be created here. Use Forsta Import for new 

tasks. 
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4.5 Forsta Import 

The new option to import data directly from Forsta Surveys and Survey Designer is 

added under the main Forsta button. Depending on what type of access the admin has, 

this button will generate different access. (Either direct access to Forsta Surveys or 

Survey Designer, or a choice of which system to access.) 

 

No matter what system the task is connected to, cards will be created to visualize and 

give a better overview of the connections. These cards show information about the task, 

no matter if the task is scheduled or a one-time import. All tasks can be edited and 

updated by editing the tile.  
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4.5.1 Forsta Plus – Survey Designer (Previously Confirmit - Survey Designer) 

Basics 

 

 

API Credentials 

When importing data from Survey Designer, API credentials are needed. These 

credentials can be saved on a customer level within Forsta Visualization or added per 

task. (Please contact your Forsta contact person to set it up on a customer level.) If 

added manually in each task, URL, Client ID and Client Secret is needed. This 

information can be accessed through Forsta Plus support. 
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Survey Details 

Select which survey to connect the project to. Surveys shown in the dropdown list are 

surveys the API user have access to. Regular surveys are shown with a blue icon before 

the name, and AutoCombined surveys are shown with a green icon before the name.  

 

Time settings 

By default, “Auto” will be used as Time period for the import task. This means that in the 

first import, all data will be imported. In the next import for this task, only the new and 

updated respondents will be imported. Other options here are “Total” – Importing all 

respondents every time the import task is executed. “Static” – importing all respondents 

where the date on “interview_end” is between two selected dates. (It “interview_end” is 

empty, “interview_start” is used.) 

Depending on the time setting selected here, different batch types will be used, and 

depending on the batch type, different activation options will be used. Read more about 

it under Activation. 

Total – uses “New data set”. 

Auto – uses “New data set and updates to existing data sets” 

Static – uses “New data set”. 
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Advanced 
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Batch tag 

Batch tags are as before and available on all types of imports. These tags can help with 

which batches to activate, deactivate and just to be able to search through all different 

batches in a project. It is important to use tags if more than one Forsta Plus surveys is to 

be reported in the same Forsta Visualizations project, to be able to use Time period 

“Auto” correctly, each survey should have a unique tag. To create tags, click “Edit tag”, 

enter the new tag name, and save. Once saved it can be used in for all types of imports 

and batches. 

 

Forsta Plus settings 

Use text as question label 

In Survey Designer two different question texts can be used. The title is often shorter, and 

not shown to the person answering the survey, but is in most cases better suited for 

reporting. This is used by default when importing data to Forsta Visualizations. If the title 

is missing on a question the label will be based on the text. If the reporting shoule be 

using the question text as the label, this checkbox must be enabled.  

For questions using “prompts”, the labels for these are a combination of the title/text and 

the prompt. Title + Prompt. If the selected option is missing for a question using prompts, 

only the prompt will be used as question label. 

 

Text Analytics 

When importing text analytics data stored in Smart Hub, there are some rules to be aware 

of. Time period will always be Total, meaning that all respondents will be imported every 

time the import task is executed, and no filter options, see further down, will be available 

within the import. 

When importing Text analytics data, the specific Hub and Workflow the data is stored in 

needs to be specified. 
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Hierarchy 

To import hierarchy data from Hierarchy Management within Forsta Plus, enable “Use 

hierarchy from Hierarchy Manager”, add Hierarchy ID (name of the “Table 

lookup/Hierarchy” question within the survey). It’s also possible to enable “Add top level 

node to hierarchy”. This is typically used to create different branches in the Hierarchy 

filter, like waves or years. Add the name of the top node for the import, and if the name 

doesn’t already exist as a “top node” a new branch will be created. If it already exists, the 

data will be merged into the existing branch. 

 

Select questions to be included in import 

If questions should not be reported on, these can be excluded from the import to Forsta 

Visualization. By default, questions marked with “Exclude from reporting” within Forsta 

Plus are also excluded in the import to Forsta Visualizations. All other questions are 

imported to Forsta Visualizations. By disabling “Include all survey questions” only the 

selected questions would be imported to Forsta Visualizations. Open the Question 

dropdown and select what questions should be imported. Include the questions after 

selecting them. 
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Additional Filter Expression 

By default, only respondents with answer “Complete” in “Status” are imported. Additional 

filters can be added to the import by selecting the question and answer to filter on and 

include it to the filter expression. The default selection for the question “Status” can be 

changed in the same way. 

 

Meta data settings 

Update meta data even if there are no new respondents to import 

If changes have been made to the survey structure within Forsta Plus, but there are no 

new respondents since last time of import, this option can be used to always make sure 

that the meta data will be updated. This means that new answer alternatives, changes to 

question texts or other types of changes to the survey structure is updated. This update 

creates no new respondent batches.  

 

Hide (inactivate) missing questions and answers from reporting 

Questions and answers that are removed from the survey and should not be reported on 

can be automatically hidden from reporting. This is done by inactivating the 

question/answer. With this option the inactivation is done automatically in the import for 

all questions and answers that exists in the project, but not in the import. 

 

Overwrite questions and answer labels in project 

Question- and answer labels can be updated within Forsta Visualizations in different ways. 

If changes have been applied in Forsta Plus and the changes should be applied in the 

reporting, this option can be used. Please note that all labels in the import will be used 

within reporting. All manual changes made in Forsta Visualizations earlier will be 

overwritten. 

 

Questions sharing answer block 

Within Forsta Visualizations questions can share answer lists/block. An answer block is 

created the first time a question belonging to it is imported. This setting will decide how 

the answer blocks are created. To learn more about the Answer block logic, please refer 

to our knowledge base. 
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Meta Data transformation 

Allow coding of open-ended questions to categorical in Meta data transformation 

To categorize an open ended or numeric question this option needs to be enabled. To 

choose what questions should be categorized is selected in the Meta Data 

Transformation. 

 

Transformation 

If changes are needed in the structure of the data before it is imported to Forsta 

Visualization, do this in Meta Data transformation. Open ended and numeric can be 

changed to categorical, text changes on questions and answers can be done, and 

mandatory variables can be changed or added. These transformations can be used for 

many different imports within the same project. Select an existing Transformation from 

the dropdown, or create a new Transformation, or Edit an already existing one. To learn 

more about Meta Data transformation, please refer to our knowledge base. 

 

Activation 

 

 

Data batch options 

Activate data batches after import 

To be able to report on the imported data, the batches must be activated within Forsta 

Visualizations. This can be done manually, or automatically when importing data from 
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Forsta Plus. Depending on Time period settings, different activation logics are used. If 

Time period Total or Static is used, the system will inactivate old data batches and activate 

the newly imported ones. (If Tags are used, the system will inactivate/activate batches 

with the same Tag.) If Time period Auto is used, the newly imported data batches will be 

appended to the already activated data batches. 

 

Delete inactivated data batches  

This option will delete all inactivated data batches after activation has been executed. This 

will not consider Tags but will delete all inactivated files. 

Scheduler 
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Scheduler name 

The name of the scheduler is the name that will be shown on the cards in the main Data 

page. These names are automatically named after the Survey name. If the same survey is 

imported to the project with a different import, the name of it will be the survey name 

and brackets with a number in it. 

 

Scheduler type 

The different types of schedules are the frequency of the imports. Monthly, Weekly, Daily 

and Hourly. The option that is default is “No Scheduler” and this is the same option as 

“On Demand” in the old layout. This means that even if we only import one survey one 

time, we still create a scheduled task, to be able to save all settings used, and make it 

easier to import again, with the same settings. 

 

Notifications 

Add what email should get a notification when the import has finished or failed.  
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4.5.1 Forsta – Forsta surveys (Previously Focus Vision - Decipher) 

Basic 

 

 

API Credentials 

When importing data from Forsta surveys, API credentials are required. These 

credentials can be found under profile and API Access in Forsta Surveys.  
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Survey Details 

Select what survey to connect the project to. Surveys shown in the dropdown list are 

the surveys the API user has access to.  

Time settings 

By default, “Auto” will be used as Time period for the import task. This means that in the 

first import, all data will be imported. In the next import through this task, only the new 

and updated respondents will be imported. Other options here are “Total” – Importing 

all respondents every time the import task is executed. “Static” – importing all 

respondents with a respondent date that is between to specified dates. 

Depending on the time setting selected here, different date variables is used, and 

different batch types will be used, and depending on the batch type, different activation 

options will be used. Read more about it under Activation. 

Total – uses batch type “New data set”. Uses date, and if empty, start_date. 

Auto – uses batch type “New data set and updates to existing data sets”. Uses $date. 

Static – uses batch type “New data set”. Uses date, and if empty, start_date. 
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Advanced 
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Batch tag 

Batch tags are as before and available on all types of imports. These tags can help with 

what batches to activate, inactivate and just to be able to search thru all different batches 

in a project. It’s important to use tags if more than one Forsta Surveys should be reported 

in the same Forsta Visualizations project, to be able to use Time period “Auto” in the best 

way. To create tags, click “Edit tag”, enter the new tag name, and save. Once saved it can 

be used in for all types of imports and batches. 

 

Forsta settings 

Use answer value as answer ID for categorical questions 

By default, answer ID’s will be created from the labels in Forsta Surveys. Sometimes this 

will not work due to duplicates of labels as we have to remove the letters leaving only the 

numbers, in that case select the option to use values, which are always unique within a 

question 

 

Select Survey layout from list or enter Layout ID 

In Forsta Surveys you can create layouts for the exported data. Within the import options, 

you can optionally select which layout you want to apply.  

Select questions to be included in import 

If questions should not be reported on, these can be excluded from the import to Forsta 

Visualization. By default, all questions, including “virtual”, “execute only” and “transient” 

are imported. By disabling “Include all survey questions” only the selected questions will 

be imported to Forsta Visualizations. Open the Question dropdown and select what 

questions should be imported. Include the questions after selecting them. 
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Exclude questions with exclude flag 

Apply exclude flag to remove system variables in the import. Supported types are: 

• v - this is a “virtual” (computed) variable rather than recorded while taking the 

survey.  

• x - this is an "execute only" question, i.e., it is filled out during the survey but using 

code (e.g., prefill/autocode/autofill)  

• t - this is a "transient" question, which usually indicates something auto-generated 

by the system (so for example, variables like qtime for interview time, vos / browser 

for operating system / browser assignment etc.) 

Additional Filter Expression 

By default, only respondents with answer “qualified” in “Status” are imported. Additional 

filters can be added to the import by selecting the question and answer to filter on and 

include it to the filter expression. The default selection for the question “Status” can be 

changed in the same way. 
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Meta data settings 

Hide (inactivate) missing questions and answers from reporting 

Questions and answers that are removed from the survey and should not be reported on 

can be automatically hidden from reporting. This is done by inactivating the 

question/answer. With this option the inactivation is done automatically in the import for 

all questions and answers that exists in the project, but not in the import. 

 

Overwrite questions and answer labels in project 

Question- and answer labels can be updated within Forsta Visualizations in various ways. 

If changes have been made in Forsta Surveys and the changes should be applied in the 

reporting, this option should be used. Please note that all labels in the import will be used 

within reporting. All manual changes done in Forsta Visualizations earlier will be 

overwritten. 

 

Questions sharing answer block 

Within Forsta Visualizations questions can share answer lists/block. An answer block is 

created the first time a question belonging to it is imported. This setting will decide how 

the answer blocks are created. To learn more about the Answer block logic, please go to 

our knowledge base. 

 

Meta Data transformation 

Allow coding of open-ended questions to categorical in Meta data transformation 

To categorize an open ended or numeric question this option needs to be enabled. To 

choose what questions should be categorized is selected in the Meta Data 

Transformation. 

 

Transformation 

If changes need to be made on the structure of the data before it is imported to Forsta 

Visualizations, this is done in our Meta Data transformation. Open ended and numeric 

can be changed to categorical, text changes on questions and answers can be applied, 

and mandatory variables can be changed or added. These transformations can be used 
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for many different imports within the same project. Select an existing Transformation 

from the dropdown, or create a new Transformation, or Edit an already existing one. To 

learn more about Meta Data transformation, please refer to our knowledge base. 

Activation 

 

 

Data batch options 

Activate data batches after import 

To be able to report on the imported data, the batches must be activated within Forsta 

Visualizations. This can be done manually, or automatically when importing data from 

Forsta Surveys. Depending on Time period settings, different activation logics are used. 

If Time period Total or Static is used, the system will inactivate old data batches and 

activate the newly imported ones. (If Tags are used, the system will inactivate/activate 

batches with the same Tag.) If Time period Auto is used, the newly imported data batches 

will be appended to the already activated data batches. 

 

Delete inactivated data batches  

This option will delete all inactivated data batches after activation has been executed. This 

will not filter on tags and will delete all inactivated files. 
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Scheduler 

 

 

Scheduler name 

The name of the scheduler is the name that will be shown on the cards in the main Data 

page. These names are automatically copied from the survey name. If the same survey is 

imported to the project with a different import, the name of it will be the survey name 

and brackets with a number in it. 

 

Scheduler type 

The different types of the scheduler are the frequency of the imports. Monthly, Weekly, 

Daily and Hourly. The option that is default is “No Scheduler” and this is the same option 

as “On Demand” in the old layout. This means that even if we only import one survey one 

time, we still create a scheduled task, to be able to save all settings used, and make it 

easier to import again, with the same settings. 
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Notifications 

Add the email should get a notification when the import has finished or failed.  
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5 Data management 

5.1 Improved start time of scheduled data import jobs  

The start time of hourly scheduled import jobs can now be set on a minute level and not 

just on full and half hour which gives you better control of when data is imported.  

By default when creating the task the minutes are set to current time plus 5 minutes. 

 

Example of how this looks in both scheduled import pages. 
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6 Report user management 
 

6.1 Report user tagging  

Report users can now be tagged for more efficient user administration. As an example 

the users can be tagged with their country in a global survey which makes it quicker to 

search for and invite all the users from a specific country.  

 

Example of tags in most right column.  

 

 

 

6.1.1 Add tags to users 

Tags are added to users via the create/edit report user pages or via the Excel file used for 

bulk updates. 

 

Add and edit tags in Report user page  

A field for tagging users are present in the user details section as shown below. It is 

optional to add tags, a user can have multiple tags. 
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New tag field in create and edit Report user view. 

 

 

Add and edit tags via Excel download/upload process  

The users can be tagged via the Excel download/upload process. In the image below we 

see the new tag column in the Excel file for bulk update report users. Tags should be 

comma separated in case of having multiple tags per user. 

 

New tag column in Report user Excel file. 
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6.1.2 Administration pages  displaying tags 

Tags are currently displayed in the following pages: 

 

 Report user list. 

 

 

Invite report user page. 
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6.1.3 Tags in “Report user management” report 

The tags are by default not shown in the “Report user management” report, which can be 

accessed by report users, as tags are typically used for administration purposes. To show 

the tag functionality in the Report user management report go to Project settings 

page/Access right tab and enable the option shown in the image below. 

  

Setting to enable tags in Report user Managment report. 

 


